Copper-induced oxidative stress in three-spined stickleback : relationship with hepatic metal levels
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to characterise biomarker responses in three-spined sticklebacks exposed to copper. For this purpose, adult sticklebacks were exposed for 3 weeks to copper sulphate at 0, 25, 100 and 200 µg.L\(^{-1}\) as Cu. At days 4, 8, 12 and 21, several parameters were measured including liver, gonad and spleen somatic indexes, hepatic biomarkers (catalase, superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase, glutathione, glutathione-S-transferase and 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase) and hepatic copper and zinc concentrations. Copper induced a rapid and transient increase of antioxidant enzymes and a depletion of glutathione content during the first 8 days of exposure. Significant copper and zinc accumulation in fish liver were observed for the two higher exposure concentrations after 8 and 12 days respectively. This study showed that copper induced an oxidative stress in fish liver before significant metal accumulation in the liver could be detected, suggesting the involvement of differential mechanisms in copper uptake and metabolism. Three-spined stickleback appears to be a sensitive model to study oxidative stress induced by metals.
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1. Introduction

Mining activity, domestic waste emission or application of fertilizers and pesticides induce contamination of aquatic ecosystems by heavy metals. Among them, copper is a widespread pollutant found in surface waters at concentrations up to 100 µg/L (Roy, 1997). It is also a particular pollutant because it is an essential trace element for living organisms, used as a cofactor for structural and catalytic properties of a variety of enzymes involved in the biological processes of growth, development and maintenance (Turnlund, 1999). Although this metal is a required element, high concentrations appear to be toxic to freshwater organisms with no observed effect concentrations comprised between 4 and 120 µg.L\(^{-1}\) as reported for 14 fish species (Grosell et al., 2002). The freshwater predicted no effect concentration (PNEC) was recently evaluated for copper and the value of 1.6 µg.L\(^{-1}\) was proposed (GRNC, 2002). Copper toxicity varies with water chemistry, temperature and fish species and induces various damages that can lead to the death of the organisms.

At the cellular level, copper can interfere with several metabolic pathways and thereby induce different cellular responses. This metal has been well described as a promoter of oxidative stress by catalysing the formation of highly reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as HO\(^{\scriptscriptstyle\cdot}\) radical through the Haber-Weiss reaction (Matés, 2000) and generating peroxidation of membrane lipids (Chan et al., 1982) and DNA alterations (Ozawa et al., 1993). Copper also binds thiol containing molecules such as glutathione (GSH) or metallothioneins (MT) where it is trapped (Roesijadi, 1996). Direct interaction of copper with proteins can be the source of enzyme inhibition such as cytochrome P450 associated monooxygenase activities (Kim et al., 2002).

This study was conducted to characterise the response of several hepatic biomarkers, including oxidative stress and xenobiotic transformation biomarkers, in three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus L.) exposed to sublethal copper concentrations and to
determine whether these responses are related to copper accumulation in the target organ.

Three-spined stickleback is present in all aquatic ecosystems in Northern hemisphere and is an abundant fish species in both unpolluted and polluted areas. Recently, this fish has been used as a model organism to study bioaccumulation of organic compounds (Andersson et al., 2001; Falandysz et al., 1998) and metals (Bervoets et al., 2001), as well as biochemical biomarker responses to various xenobiotics such as pesticides (Sturm et al., 2000), organics compounds (Holm et al., 1993) or environmental estrogens and androgens (Katsiadaki et al., 2002; Pottinger et al., 2002). To our knowledge, no study has investigated the effect of metals on the biomarker responses in three-spined stickleback. Hence, as its uses as a sentinel species for aquatic pollution biomonitoring has been suggested (Handy et al., 2002; Pottinger et al., 2002), there is still a need to characterise biomarker responses to widespread environmental contaminants in this fish species.

The biomarkers that we measured were enzymatic [superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT) and glutathione peroxidase (GPx)] and non enzymatic (GSH) antioxidants, as well as two biotransformation enzymes [7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST)] involved in oxidative metabolism of xenobiotics. Furthermore, copper measurement in liver was used to link metal accumulation with biochemical responses. In addition, hepatic zinc content was measured in order to evaluate whether MT induction occurred during our experiment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Exposure protocol

Male and female adult sticklebacks (3.4-6.8 cm) were collected in outdoor artificial streams during spring 2003 and maintained in denitrated water (ionic composition: K, 3.0 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Mg, 11.7 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Na, 10.9 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Si, 5.8 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Ca, 55.5 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Al<0.01 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Fe<0.02 mg.L\(^{-1}\); PO\(_4\)^3-, <0.1 mg.L\(^{-1}\); NH\(_4\)^+, 0.3 mg.L\(^{-1}\); Cl, 58 mg.L\(^{-1}\); NO\(_3\), 0.45 mg.L\(^{-1}\); SO\(_4\)^2-, 11.7
mg.L\(^{-1}\); alkalinity, 367 mg.L\(^{-1}\) as CaCO\(_3\); pH, 8.35 ± 0.05) for 3 weeks prior to experimentation. Fish were randomly distributed in four groups of 30 fish and exposed to waterborne copper sulphate in semi-static conditions with complete water renewal and food supply every 3 days. The concentrations of copper were chosen to be representative of environmental concentrations encountered in polluted freshwaters (25 and 100 µg Cu.L\(^{-1}\)) with an additional higher concentration (200 µg Cu.L\(^{-1}\)) that was expected to exert subtoxic events. The control group received no added copper. Water copper concentrations in each aquarium were controlled by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (Ultima 2, Jobin Yvon) and showed that actual copper concentrations were stable between two water changes (data not shown) and throughout the experiment (table 1). The water temperature was 13.5°C ± 0.4°C and the photoperiod was a light/dark cycle of 8/16 hours.

2.2. Sampling, biometrical and biochemical analysis

At day 0, 4, 8, 12 and 21, six fish per concentration were randomly sampled. Fish were sacrificed, measured and weighed. Liver, gonads and spleen were dissected and weighed to calculate the corresponding somatic index according to the following equation: organ somatic index = (organ weight / fish weight) x 100.

Liver was homogenized in 200 µL of ice-cold phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.8) supplemented with 20% v/v glycerol and 0.2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride as a protease inhibitor. The homogenate was centrifuged at 10,000 g, 4°C, for 15 min and the supernatant was used for biochemical assays. Total proteins were determined using the method of Bradford (1976) with bovine serum albumin (Sigma) as a standard. SOD, CAT and GPx were assessed according to the methods of Paoletti et al. (1986), Babo and Vasseur (1992) and Paglia and Valentine (1967) respectively, using purified bovine enzymes (Sigma) as standards. For GST activity determination, chlorodinitrobenzene was used as substrate (Habig et al., 1974) and purified GST from equine liver (Sigma) as a standard. GSH and oxidised
glutathione (GSSG) concentrations were measured by the spectrophotometric method of Vandeputte et al. (1994). All measures were carried out at room temperature in microtiter plates, using a microplate reader (Power Wave x – Bio-Tek instruments). EROD activity was determined by a fluorimetric method in black microplates (Flammarion et al., 1998) using a microplate spectrofluorimeter reader (Victor² Wallac, Perkin-Elmer).

2.3. Chemical analysis

Hepatic copper and zinc concentrations were determined after digestion of homogenized liver using suprapure nitric acid (Carlo Erba) at 120 °C for at least 2 h (1 mL of nitric acid per 20 µL of sample). The volume was then adjusted to 20 mL with de-ionized water. Metal concentrations were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (Ultima 2, Jobin Yvon). Quality assurance controls based on certified reference materials of the National Research Council of Canada (DOLT-2, dogfish liver) were carried out to validate this procedure.

2.4. Statistics

All statistical calculations were performed with SPSS 10.1 software. Since data were not normally distributed (Lilliefors’ test) and/or exhibited heterogeneous variances (Levene’s test), non-parametric tests (Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA and Mann-Whitney U test) were performed (significant for p<0.05). Data are reported as means ± standard error.

3. Results

During this experiment, low mortality was observed for fish exposed to 200 µg.L⁻¹. Four out of 30 fish died during the first five days and one died at day 16. This mortality prevented the analysis of hepatic copper concentration and biomarkers at day 21. At this concentration, the surviving fishes appeared stressed as indicated by a dark colour, a lower mobility and a loss of appetite. Those behaviour alterations were not observed in the other groups.
A significant bioaccumulation of copper was observed in liver of fish exposed to 200 µg.L⁻¹ for 8 and 12 days and to 100 µg.L⁻¹ for 12 days (Fig. 1A). At day 21, a trend is noted for copper accumulation at 100 µg.L⁻¹ although this was not statistically significant. An increase of zinc concentration in liver was noticed after 12 days of exposure to 100 and 200 µg.L⁻¹, whereas a transient increase of zinc level was noticed after 4 days at 25 µg.L⁻¹ (Fig. 1B).

No significant variation of somatic indexes was observed for any copper concentration nor any sampling time (data not shown), whereas several differences were observed at the biochemical level.

As seen in Fig. 2, a rapid and transient induction of antioxidant enzymes was measured within the first week of copper exposure. SOD activity was clearly increased at day 4, although this effect was statistically significant only at 25 µg.L⁻¹ and returned to the basal level at day 8 (Fig. 2A). CAT activity was characterised by a general increase for all copper treatments after 4 days (Fig. 2B). This increase was maintained up to 12 days in fish exposed to 200 µg.L⁻¹. GPx activity showed a significant increase after 8 days in fish exposed to 200 µg.L⁻¹ and returned to the basal level at day 12 (Fig. 2C).

In control fish, total and oxidized GSH were characterised by an important variation of the basal level during the experiment (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, some effects of copper can be seen for this biomarker. A significant decrease of both total and oxidised GSH content was noticed in fish exposed to 200 µg.L⁻¹ after 4 and 8 days of exposure (Fig. 3A and 3B). This depletion was not accompanied by an impairment of glutathione redox status as no effect on GSSG/GSH ratio was noticed (not shown). After 12 days of exposure, this effect was reversed and fish exposed to the highest copper concentration presented a total glutathione level significantly higher than control fish.

For EROD activity measured in fish exposed 21 days to 100 µg.L⁻¹, a significant inhibition was observed as compared to the control group (Fig. 4A). For the other concentrations and
sampling time, no significant variation of this enzyme was detected as compared to the control group. The hepatic GST activity did not vary significantly with respect to either copper concentration or time of exposure (Fig. 4B).

4. Discussion

Despite the low mortality observed after 4 days at the highest copper concentration, our exposure conditions were clearly sublethal. For three-spined stickleback exposed to copper sulphate, the 50 % lethal concentrations (LC50) were reported to be 2.78, 1.96 and 1.59 mg Cu.L\(^{-1}\) after 24, 48 and 72 hours respectively (Svecevicius and Vosyliene, 1996), which are much higher than the concentrations used in our study. However, comparison is rather difficult since copper toxicity is highly dependent on several abiotic factors, such as pH, water hardness and alkalinity that influence copper speciation. The physico-chemical forms in which the metal is present in the aquatic environment (free ionic Cu\(^{2+}\), dissolved inorganic or organic complexes, associated with particular matter) will indeed determine its bioavailability for the organisms. In our study, the slightly basic conditions (pH 8.35) together with the elevated water hardness (367 mg.L\(^{-1}\) as CaCO\(_3\)) and very low dissolved organic carbon (DOC) suggest that a major fraction of the copper in the water is present as inorganic complexes (mainly CuCO\(_3\)) and only a small fraction as free Cu\(^{2+}\). Nevertheless, our results showed that these inorganic copper complexes are also bioavailable to the organisms since significant accumulation and biochemical responses to copper were observed.

At day 12, copper did accumulate at similar levels in the liver of fish exposed either to 100 or 200 µg.L\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 1). Copper concentrations in liver measured during this laboratory exposure are in accordance with the levels observed in three-spined stickleback sampled in the field (Bervoets et al., 2001). This may indicate that saturation for copper accumulation occurred right from 100 µg.L\(^{-1}\) and is in agreement with the fact that, in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), the time to half saturation for copper in the liver is 6 days (McGeer et al., 2000).
day 12, the bioconcentration factor (BCF = ([Cu]\text{exposed} - [Cu]\text{control}) / [Cu]\text{water}) reached 401 and 208 in the 100 and 200 µg.L\(^{-1}\) groups-exposed fish respectively, which are in the same order of magnitude to those previously reported for zebrafish (Brachydanio rerio) exposed for 14 days to copper (Paris-Palacios et al., 2000). These relatively low BCF, as compared to those reported for other metals such as Cd, may reflect the existence of homeostatic regulation of copper levels in the liver (McGeer et al., 2000).

The biomarker responses in stickleback were in accordance with the known capacity of copper to promote oxidative stress and to modulate enzymatic and non enzymatic antioxidant expressions in fish tissues, as shown by a rapid and transient increase of SOD, CAT and GPx enzymes and by a decrease of total GSH. In fish, antioxidant enzymes have been shown to be either induced or inhibited by copper, depending on the dose, the species and/or the route of exposure. Zebrafish submitted to 40 and 140 µg Cu.L\(^{-1}\) as CuSO\(_4\) presented a clear-cut induction of CAT and GST within two weeks of waterborne copper exposure (Paris-Palacios et al., 2000). Conversely, in carp, CAT and GST were inhibited after 96 hours of exposure to 100 and 250 µg Cu.L\(^{-1}\) as CuSO\(_4\) (Dautremepuits et al., 2002). Using intra-peritoneal injection of copper, SOD inhibition was reported in carp after 48 hours (Varanka et al., 2001), while this enzyme was rapidly induced in gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata; Pedrajas et al., 1995).

In stickleback, the rapid response of both enzymatic and non enzymatic antioxidants is in line with the view that copper is able to act through different oxidative mechanisms, including generation of ROS and direct interaction with intracellular thiols.

SOD are metalloenzymes that play a key role in the defence against ROS by transforming superoxide anions into hydrogen peroxide (Yim et al., 1993). The total SOD activity that we measured in the post-mitochondrial fraction corresponds mainly to the Cu,Zn-SOD activity, the major isoform in the cytosol, nucleus and peroxisomes. Thus, the rapid and marked drop in SOD activity at day 4 may result from direct binding of the metal to the enzyme, as
previously suggested in fish (Pedrajas et al., 1995). In addition, induction of CAT and GPx indicated that copper induce (hydro)peroxides species in the liver. It is likely that the resulting \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) produced from increased SOD activity was the source for subsequent increase of CAT activity after the fourth day of copper exposure (Fig. 2B). Moreover, the known capacity of copper to oxidize membrane lipids in fish (Pedrajas et al., 1995), together with the role of GPx in the detoxification of lipoperoxidation products (Matés, 2000) may also account for the observed increase of this enzyme at the day 8 (Fig. 2C). Unfortunately, the induction of lipid damages by copper was not measured in this study to confirm this hypothesis.

Reduced glutathione is considered as a first line of cellular defence against metals by chelating and detoxifying them, scavenging oxyradicals and participating in detoxification reactions catalysed by glutathione peroxidases (Sies, 1999). The effects that we observed on this parameter, i.e. inhibition of total GSH (both reduced and oxidised GSH) without any impairment of GSSG/GSH ratio, is in line with the known ability of copper to interact with GSH forming stable GS-Cu(I) binding complexes. Besides, as proposed by Canesi et al. (1999), it is likely an inhibitory effect on GSH regenerating systems (e.g. GSH reductase or GSH synthetase), which was not assessed in our study, that could have contributed to the observed depletion of total GSH. The fact that we did not observe any impairment of GSSG/GSH ratio by copper does not reach previous report in gilthead seabream fish exposed by copper intra peritoneal injection (Rodriguez-Ariza et al., 1994). Finally, although the mechanism by which copper inhibited GSH in fish is not fully understood and remains complex, this rapid depletion may have contributed to the early toxicity observed at the higher concentrations as suggested by Conners and Ringwood (2000).

Interestingly, biochemical responses were more rapid than copper accumulation, suggesting the involvement of differential mechanisms in copper metabolism and accumulation. Cellular copper metabolism involves copper intake by GSH and subsequent formation of GS-Cu(I)
complex, from which the metal is further transferred to metallothionein (MT) apoproteins where it is stored (Freedman et al., 1989; Conners and Ringwood, 2000). The GS-Cu(I) pool is the source for the synthesis of other metalloenzymes such as SOD or cytochrome oxidase, as well as for ROS production through GS-Cu(I) oxidation (Freedman et al., 1989). In our study, antioxidant responses occurred within the first week of exposure and then recovered concomitantly with copper accumulation in the liver (Fig. 1 and 3). This indicates that at day 8 other detoxification systems, such as MTs, have been induced to replace GSH in the uptake and sequestration of copper (Freedman et al., 1989). Moreover, the role of MTs in cellular protection against oxidative stress (Viarengo et al., 2000) argues in the way that these proteins could have been involved in response to copper in three-spined stickleback. This hypothesis is strengthened by the finding that copper accumulation was accompanied by increased hepatic zinc concentrations. In fact, a significant positive correlation was observed between these two metals ($r^2 = 0.596$, $p<0.001$, Spearman correlation). The sequestration of metals such as cadmium and copper occurs by displacement of zinc from their binding sites, leading to a release of free zinc that could induce \textit{de novo} MT synthesis (Hollis et al., 2001; Roesijadi, 1996). Relationships between liver metal content and MT expression have been described in aquatic organisms (Hollis et al., 2001) but further studies on MT response to copper in stickleback will be necessary to confirm these hypotheses for this fish species.

EROD inhibition by metals has been reported in several \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} studies on fish (Ghosh et al., 2001; Stien et al., 1997). In our study, we detected an inhibition of EROD activity in fish exposed to 100 µg.L$^{-1}$ for 21 days (Fig. 4). This effect, which involves direct interaction of copper with the enzyme leading to a conformational change of the protein (Kim et al., 2002), may reflect cellular toxicity induced by an increased content of metal in the cell (Stien et al., 1997). Although this effect could be considered as minor regarding the responses of the other biomarkers to copper, EROD inhibition should be taken into account when using
it as a biomarker of exposure in fish exposed to a mixture of chemicals, i.e. containing both organic and metallic compounds, which mostly occurs in environmental pollution.

In summary, this dynamic study showed that waterborne copper induced several biochemical responses in three-spined stickleback, in a transient manner, suggesting the occurrence of adaptive processes. Rapidly after the beginning of the exposure, antioxidant biomarkers were induced in order to compensate the oxidative stress generated by the metal. In a second phase, copper accumulation was correlated to a recovery of GSH and a return of antioxidant enzymes to the basal level, suggesting that other detoxification mechanisms, such as MTs, have been involved to allow fish adaptation to copper. This study shows the suitability of three-spined stickleback as a model fish species to study oxidative stress biomarker responses to waterborne metal exposure. Field studies that evaluate several biomarkers, including oxidative stress biomarkers, EROD and vitellogenin, are under progress to determine the potential of stickleback as an indicator species of sublethal stress in multipollution contexts.
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Fig. 1. Effect of copper treatment on hepatic copper (A) and zinc (B) concentration. Data represent the means ± S.E. of measurements on six fish per group except for the 100 µg.L⁻¹ on day 21 (n=5). *, statistically different from t₀ control (P<0.05).

Fig. 2. Effect of copper treatment on hepatic SOD (A), catalase (B) and GPx (C) activities. Data represent the means ± S.E. of measurements on six fish per group except for the 100 µg.L⁻¹ on day 21 (n=5). *, statistically different from t₀ control (P<0.05).

Fig. 3. Effect of copper treatment on activities of total glutathione (A) and oxidized glutathione (B) content. Data represent the means ± S.E. of measurements on six fish per group except for the 100 µg.L⁻¹ on day 21 (n=5). *, statistically different from 0 µg.L⁻¹ control (P<0.05).

Fig. 4. Effect of copper treatment on biotransformation enzyme activities: EROD (A) and GST (B). Data represent the means ± S.E. of measurements on six fish per group except for the 100 µg.L⁻¹ on day 21 (n=5). *, statistically different from t₀ control (P<0.05).
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Table 1  Actual copper concentrations measured in the water throughout the experiment\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal copper concentration (µg.L\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>Measured copper concentration (µg.L\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>24.6 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.6 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>176.8 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} : measurements were performed in water sampled 2 hours after each water renewal. Data are mean ± SE (n=7).